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Week 1: Mana - WHAT? Management in Context 
 

VUCA environment 

- Volatile 

- Uncertain 

- Complex 

- Ambiguous 

Today’s environment 

- Management’s pervasive influence on diverse aspects of modern life 

- Changing nature of modern societies 

o Increasingly risk and Crisis-prone 

o Affluence 

▪ Pre-occupation with materialism and acquisition of property 

▪ Keeping up with the Jones 

o Strength of attachment to capitalist values 

Working in today’s economy 

- Networked economy; increasing influence of the internet and developments in IT 

- Global economy; Increasing interdependence of national economies 

- Performance-driven;  

- Individuals; 

o No guarantees of long-term employment 

o Need for personal initiative and discipline for continuous learning 

- The challenge; combining talents of many people for common goal 

- Intellectual capital; collective brain power or knowledge of a workforce 

- Knowledge worker; someone whose knowledge is an important asset to employers 

The 21st century economy 

Globalisation and technology 

- Globalisation; The worldwide interdependence of; resource flows, products markets and 

business competition 

- Technology; Computers allow organisations of all types and sizes, locally and internationally, 

to speed transaction and improve decision-making 

Diversity, ethics & careers 

- Diversity;  

- Ethics; Society is becoming strict in its expectation that its social institutions and business 

behave according to high standards. 

- Careers; Handy’s shamrock 

The Traditional Management process 
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Managerial Learning: essential skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 21st century manager 

- Increasing emphasis on the social duty, expectation, and practice of management 

o Providing employees with a sense of purpose at work 

o Increasing well-being and quality of life of employees 

o Gatekeepers of moral and ethics in the workplace 

Tensions 

- lived reality versus the conceptual understanding of management 

o politically charged process vs. an impartial technique to coordinate and directing 

human material resources 

- impact of globalisation 

o Most of our research is ‘western’ (USA/European) 

o Do managers do the same thing in China, Brazil, India, Egypt, Iran, ect 

 

Week 2: Authority and influence: Power in Management 
 

Power; is the capacity to influence others who are in a state of dependence. 

• Power applies to both individuals and groups embedded within organisational practices 

 

Zone of indifference; the range in which attempts to influence a person will be perceived as 

legitimate and will be acted on without a great deal of thought. 

• Managers strive to expand the zone of indifference 
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Sources of power;  

• Legitimate 

o Agreement that people in certain roles can request certain behaviours of others 

o Based on job descriptions & agreement from those expected to abide by this 

authority 

o Legitimate power range (zone of indifference) is higher in high power distance 

cultures 

• Reward 

o Ability to control the allocation of rewards valued by others and to remove negative 

sanctions 

o Operates upwards as well as downward 

• Coercive 

o Ability to apply punishment 

o Exist upwards as well as downwards 

o Peer pressure is a form of coercive power 

• Expert 

o Individuals or work unit’s capacity to influence other by processing knowledge or 

skills that they value 

o Employees gaining expert power over companies in knowledge economy 

• Referent 

o Occurs when others identify with, like or otherwise respect the person 

o Associated with charismatic leadership 

What power base is most effective; 

Expert power 

• Strongest relationship to performance satisfaction 

• Transfer vital skills, abilities and knowledge within organisation 

• Employees internalise what they observe and learn from managers they consider ‘experts’ 

 

Week 3: Blast from the past! Theories of Management 
 

Industrial revolution 

• Started in the mid 1700s in Great Britain 

• Transition from hand production method to machineries 

• Changed nature of work, increased standard of living 

Scientific management 

• Fredrick Winston Taylor, father of scientific management 

• Studied the work habits of labourers 

o Time studies 

o Observing labourers loading iron ore into railroad trucks 

• Developed 4 principles of scientific management 

o Develop a science for each element of work,  
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o Carefully select workers 

o Training 

o Planning workers tasks 

Bureaucratic management 

• Exercise of control based on knowledge, expertise or experience 

• Qualification-based hiring, merit-based promotions 

• Impartial application of rules and procedures 

• -managers separate from owners 

• Maintaining records in writing 

Administrative management 

• Developed four function of management (POLC) and fourteen principles from his experience 

o Planning 

o Organising 

o Leading 

o Controlling 

• Top down approach vs Taylor’s bottom up perspective 

Human relations theories 

• Hawthorn studies 

o Focused on studying individuals and their social relationships at work 

o Key findings 

▪ Employees’ feelings 

▪ Relationships with co-workers 

▪ Influence of group behaviour on working behaviours 

▪ Self-managed work teams 

Douglas McGregor 

• Proposed 2 sets of work attitudes and behaviours 

o Theory X 

▪ Workers are lazy, must be supervised, and directed 

▪ Carrot or stick works 

o Theory Y 

▪ Workers exercise self-control when they are committed to organisational 

goals 

▪ Manager’s role is not to control employees, but rather to provide support 

and advice 

Contemporary Theories 

Systems Approach 

• Attempts to integrate both classical and human relation theorists 

• A theory sees and organisation as a set of interrelated and interdependent parts 

• Effective and productive work dependent on the interdependence of the system 
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Contingency approach 

• Effective management depends on many contingency variables 

• Recognises that what is a good structure for one organisation may not work well for 

another, and what works well at one time many not work as well in the future as 

circumstances change 

• Proposes a relativistic approach to management 

 

Holacracy 

• A complete system for self-organisation 

• Replaces the traditional management hierarchy with a new peer-to-peer operating system 

that increases transparency, accountability and agility 

 

Week 4: Navigating through the waters. Managing in and beyond 

corporations 
 

Organisations; collection of people working to achieve a common purpose. 

Generalisations;  

• People 

o Roles 

o Hierarchy of authority 

• Purpose 

o Common set of goals 

o Performance 

• Borders / limit of an organisations 

o Clear definitions of who the members are 

 

Importance of environment 
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Competitive advantage; allows an organisation to deal with market and environmental forces better 

than its competitors 

• Companies need capabilities to compete, survive and thrive 

o Strategic capabilities: those that are difficult to imitate, are of value to the customer, 

and are better than those possessed by the majority of competitors 

o Dynamic capabilities: physical (e.g. state of the art equipment or advantageous 

location), organisational (e.g. outstanding sales force) and human (e.g. expertise in a 

specialised field)  

Specific environment; often described in terms of stakeholders – the individuals, groups and 

institutions who are affected in one way or another by the organisation’s performance 

Environmental uncertainty; is a lack of complete information about the environment 

When is environmental uncertainty high 

- Management need to direct more attention towards external environment 

- Need for greater flexibility and adaptability within the organisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 5: What is it that they do? Planning, Leading, Organising, 

Controlling. 
 

Planning; to set the direction 

• “I arise in the morning torn between a desire to improve the world and a desire to enjoy the 

world.  This makes it hard to plan the day”  

• A plan is a statement of intended means for accomplishing objectives 

• Planning: process of setting objectives and determining how to accomplish them 

• Objectives; specific results usually expressed in measurable indices that someone wishes to 

achieve 

o May relate to the individual, a group or the whole organisation. 

• Five step process 

1. Define objectives 

2. Determine where you stand in relation to objectives 

3. Develop scenarios of future conditions 

4. Analyse and choose an alternative 

5. Implement the plan and evaluate the results 

• Operational plans 

o Short range (<1 year) 
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• Tactical plan 

o Intermediate ( 1-2 years) 

• Strategic plans 

o Long range (>3 years) 

• Cotemporary planning activities; 

1. Benchmarking; a technique that makes use of external comparisons to better 

evaluate an organisations current performance and identify possible actions for the 

future 

2. Management by Objectives (MBO); a process of joint-objective setting between a 

manager and staff members 

3. Participatory panning; genuinely involving people who are affected by the plans 

(stakeholders. 

Organising; process of arranging people and other resources to work together to accomplish a goal 

• Involves creating a division of labour for task performance and coordinating results to 

achieve a common purpose. 

• Organising begins the process of implementation by clarifying jobs and working 

relationships 

• Organising structure 

o The way in which various parts of an organisation are formally arranged 

o The vertical and horizontal configuration of departments, authority, and jobs within a 

company 

o Good structures will have an allocation of task assignments through a division of labour, 

and provide for the coordination of performance results. 

• What organising structure determines 

o Designates formal and reporting relationships 

▪ Number of levels in hierarchy 

▪ Span of control of managers supervision 

o Organisational structure identifies 

▪ Grouping together of individuals into departments 

▪ Departments into the total organisation 

o Organisational structure includes 

▪ Design systems to ensure effective communication, coordination and integration of 

effort across departments 

▪ Formal organisational structures 

• Describes the arrangement of work positions within organisations 

• Identifies job titles, lines of authority and communication between 

▪ Informal organisational structure 

• Shadow organisation made up of unofficial, but often critical, working 

relationships between organisational members 

• Organizational design 

o The process of creating structures that best serve the company’s mission and objectives 

o Create an alignment between supporting structures with situational contingencies 

o No universal design – no one size fits all approach 
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o Adaptive organisations 

▪ Minimum of bureaucratic features, encourage worker empowerment and teamwork 

o Organic designs 

▪ Decentralised – fewer rules and procedures 

▪ Open divisions of labour 

▪ Wide span of control and more personal coordination 

o Learning organisation 

▪ Continuously changes and improves using the lessons of experience 

o Virtual organisations 

▪ Shifting networks of strategic alliances linked by technology, with very little physical 

infrastructure, that are engaged as needed 

• Organisational life cycle 

o Different stages require different organisational design 

o Upside-pyramid 

▪ Customers at the top, served by workers at the 

middle, whose managers support them at the bottom 

o Chain of command 

▪ Links all persons with successively higher authority 

▪ Streamlining – flatter more horizontal structure for 

competitive advantage 

o Less unity of command 

▪ Each person reports only to one supervisor 

• Leading 

o Process of arousing enthusiasm and directing efforts towards organisational goals 

o Draws upon the power bases 

o To inspire effect 

o Build enthusiasm 

o Communicate the vision 

o Maintain momentum 

o Transformational leadership 

▪ transform the goals of the individual to be in line with the corporation 

o Authentic leadership 

▪ Authentic and genuine 

o Ethical leadership 

▪ Think about ethical implications to leadership 

o Servant leadership 

▪ Sole purpose is to serve their employees 
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• Controlling 

o Establish objectives and standards 

▪ Performance objectives represent results to be achieved 

▪ Output standards measure performance results 

▪ Input standards measure work efforts that go into a performance task 

o Measure actual performance 

▪ Accurately measure the performance results (output/input standards) 

▪ Common management failure – unwillingness or inability to measure the 

performance of people at work 

o Compare the results with objectives and standards 

▪ Need for action = desired performance – actual performance 

▪ Historical comparison uses past performance as a benchmark for evaluation 

▪ Relative comparison uses the performance achievements of others for standard 

▪ Engineering comparison uses standards that are set scientifically 

o Take corrective action 

▪ Management by exception focusses managerial attention on substantial differences 

between actual and desired performance 

▪ Problem situations: +ve value 

▪ Opportunity situation: -ve value 

▪ An after-action review formally examines results to identify lessons learned in a 

completed project or special operation 

• Internal control 

o Self-discipline and self-control, relies on motivated individuals 

o Trends 

▪ Employees expected to have internal controls 

• External control 

o Occurs through direct supervision or administrative system such as rules and procedures 

▪ Bureaucratic control 

➢ Uses authority, policies, procedures, job descriptions, budgets and day to day 

supervision to make sure that employee’s behaviour is in line with organisation 

▪ Clan control 

➢ Influences behaviour through norms and expectations 

➢ Power of collective identity, in which persons who share values and identify strong 

▪ Market control 

➢ The influence of market competition on the behaviour of organisations 

➢ Businesses show their influence of market controls in the pricing, promotions ect. 
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Week 6: Decisions, decisions, decisions. Managing information, and 

decision making 
 

Information and information systems 

Data; any quantifiable measure values, observations or statistical counts that, when collated, 

become useful for decision-making. 

Information systems; use information technology to collect, organise and distribute data for use in 

decision making. 

Five essential characteristics of useful information; 

1. Timeliness 

2. Quality 

3. Completeness 

4. Relevance 

5. Understandability 

Information needs of an organisation 

Big data – the new competitive advantage 

• Torrent of data flooding our world, and the 

sheer volume of date generated, stored, 

and mined for insights, has become economically relevant to business 

5 ways to leverage big data 

1. Unlocking significant value & effectiveness by making information transparent 

2. Creation and storage of transactional data (i.e. product inventories, sick days) can expose 

variability and boost performance. 

3. Narrower segmentation of customers – tailored service 

4. Improved decision-making process, minimising risks, and unearthing insights 

5. Using data to develop next-gen products & services 

Benefits of Big data 

Bristol-Myers Squibb, a global pharmaceutical company, reduced the time it took to run clinical trials 

by 98% by amazon web services 

• Cost savings 

Xerox corporation – uses big data to reduce attrition rate among call centre workers by 20% 

• Spends on average 5000 on training per employee 

• Hires over 48 000 employees 

• Through big data analysis, discovered that creative types tend to stick around for more than 

6 months, but inquisitive people don’t 

• Now uses a software for hiring decisions 
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Knowledge management and organisational management 

Knowledge management; process through which organisations use intellectual capital for 

competitive advantage 

Intellectual assets; include patients, intellectual property rights, trade secrets and special processes 

and methods as well as the accumulated knowledge and understanding of the entire workforce 

Explicit knowledge; codified and shared with other through dialogue, demonstration or media 

Learning organisation; continuously challenges and improves using the lesions of experience 

Core ingredients of earning organisations 

1. Metal models 

2. Personal mastery 

3. Systems thinking 

4. Share vision 

5. Team learning 

Organisational ambidexterity: exploration vs Exploitation 

Exploitation; using and maximising current resources and capabilities efficiently 

Exploration: searching for, acquiring, and developing new resources and capabilities for the 

organisation 

Ambidextrous organisations; strike a balance between, and can utilise both exploitation and 

exploration to meet demands and adapt to changes within the environment at the same time. 

Information and decision making 

Decisions; choice being made from available alternatives 

Decision making; Process of specifying the nature of the problem or opportunity and selecting 

between alternatives to solve the problem or capture the opportunity 

Approaching decisions; 

1. Problem avoiders; ignor information, are inactive nd do not want to make decision and deal 

with problems 

2. Problem solvers; are willing to make decision and solve problems, but they are reactive 

3. Problem seekers; actively process information and constantly look for problems to explore. 

True problem seekers are precative 

Systematic vs intuitive thinking 

Systematic thinking; approaches problems in a rational and analytical fashion – rationality and 

bounded rationality 

Intuitive thinking; approaches problems in a flexible and spontaneous fashion 
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How do managers arrive at a decision? 

Rationality 

• Assumption of rationality in managerial decision making 

• Rational decision = consistent choices & value-maximising 

• Assumes 

o Problem is clear 

o Single, well-defined goal 

o All alternatives and consequences are known 

o No time or cost constraints 

o Managers preferences are constant and stable 

o Managers will act in the best interest of organisations 

Bounded rationality 

• Assumptions of rationality often does not translate to reality 

• Decision made within parameters of a simplified model that tries to capture the essence of 

the problem 

• Bounded by the limitations and constraints (cognition, resources, time) 

• Managers ‘satisfice’ – make decision that are good enough given the limitations 

Six steps in decision making 

1. Recognise a need for a decision 

2. Generate alternative 

3. Assess alternatives 

4. Choose among alternatives 

5. Implement the chosen alternative= 

6. Learn from the feedback 

Intuition 

• Intuition does not denote something contrary to reason, but sophisticated form of reasoning 

based on ‘chunking’ that an expert hone over years of job-specific experience 

• Intuition is often a product of previous experience, accumulated judgment, as well as “gut 

feel” 

• Arguable part of all decisions 

• Heuristics; simplifying strategies for decision making 

• Judgmental heuristics; are mental shortcuts that allow people to solve problems and make 

judgements quickly and efficiently (rules of thumb) 

o Shorten decision making time, but can lead to biases 

• Availability heuristic; using information ‘readily available’ from memory as a basis for 

assessing a current event or situation 

• Representativeness heuristic; assessing the likelihood of something occurring based on its 

similarity to a stereotyped set of occupancy 

• Anchoring and adjustment heuristic; making decisions based on adjustments to a previously 

existing value or starting point 
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Week 7: Ensuring nobody's left behind: Managing for Social Inclusion 
 

Diversity; presence of differences in race, gender, age, ethnicity, physical ability, culture and sexual 

orientation 

Inclusivity; degree to which an organisation is open to anyone who can do the job, regardless of their 

diverse attributes 

 

Primary dimensions 

• Often unalterable and have a strong effect on people’s perceptions 

Secondary dimensions 

• Significant in shaping us, but are also shape able in return 

Why diversity 

• Equal opportunity, often framed as a cost of abiding to the law, diversity more business 

focused 

• Correlation between diversity benchmarks to business success 

• Terminology which is management determined 

• Diversity is now integrated into organisational strategy 

Business case of diversity 

• Key difference between diversity and equal opportunity 

• Concept of promoting equality makes good business sense 

o Reflects potential market 

o Competitive advantage 

o Attracting best talent 

o Reducing discrimination costs 

• Limitations 

o Often reactionary – triggered by a problem 

o Situated within rationalistic framework 

▪ Potential clashes with ideologies underlying other policies 
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Social justice case 

• Situated upon moral principles of fairness and equality in a ‘civilised society’ 

• Inequality is unfair and employers have a social duty to prevent inequality in their 

organisations 

• Based on respect and knowledge 

• Limitations 

o Legal – moral justification 

o Juxtaposition with business agenda 

 

Globalisation thesis 

• Policies must reflect global dynamics of work 

• Competition and opportunity on a transnational and international scale 

• Flow of people around the globe greater than ever 

• Multicultural teams now the norm 

• Limitations 

o What if customers/ environment doesn’t demand it? 

o What if it doesn’t apply 

o How about implications for smaller businesses or workplaces 

Social identity theory 

• A person has multiple identities that correspond to widening circles of group membership 

• Social identity; a person’s sense of who they are based on their group membership 

• Personal identity; unique traits that make you, you. i.e. Personality, appearance ect. 

• Social psychology theory that attempts to explain cognitions and behaviour with the help of 

group processes 

• Groups give us a sense of social identity; a sense of belonging in the social world 

• Divides us into us vs them 

Three cognitive processes, determine how a person is part of an in-group or out-group 

1. Social categorisation 

o Process of categorising people in order to understand and identify them. 

o Not always negative, different to stereotyping 

o Individuals decide which group they are 

2. Social identification 

o Process by which someone identifies with an in-group more overtly 

o Person’s collective identity becomes their in-group, participation boost self-esteem 

and creates a sense of belonging 

o Identify out-groups, who are seen as posing a threat to the in-group 

3. Social comparison 

o Process by which someone compares themselves and their groups with other groups 

o Identify a favourable bias towards the group in which they belong 
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How does discrimination happen 

• Mere categorisation is sufficient to elicit bias 

• Process of forming our social identities, we compare in-group vs out group 

• Members of the ingroup will tend to; 

o Favour in group 

o Maximise the differences between the two (social comparison) 

o Minimize perception of differences between in-group members 

How do organisations manage diversity?  

• Response to legislative context 

o Equal opportunity 

o Affirmative action 

• Voluntary set of corporate practices 

o Diversity management 

• Reasonable adjustment 

o Required by law 

o Educational and development programs for particular groups 

o Can also include ‘special’ conditions for particular groups 

• Affirmative action 

o Initiatives that focus on underrepresented groups 

o Difference between ‘positive action’ and ‘positive discrimination’ 

o Often controversial 

o Can also take more moderate forms 

▪ Mentoring 

• Diversity training 

o Interventions which provide 

▪ Awareness of diversity issues 

▪ Tools to manage situations with recognition and respect 

▪ Space to think and reflect on diversity at work 

o May target a particular group 

o To be effective 

▪ Must challenge underlying biases/problems, rather than ‘sugar coat’ 

▪ Must be relevant to everyone 

• Modifying policies and structures 

o Addressing indirect discrimination 

o Policies and practices often assume a male ‘breadwinner’ model 

o Initiatives 

▪ Exploring recruitment strategies 

▪ Providing flexible working practices for all 

▪ Enforcing parental leave for all 

Unintended consequences of diversity management 

• Fear of reverse discrimination 

• Resistance to diversity programs 

• Unsupportive social atmosphere 
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Week 8: The Carrot or the Stick? Motivating Staff 
 

Productivity; is often the measure of organisational success 

Motivation; forces within the individual that account for the level, direction and persistence of effort 

expended at work 

A reward is a work outcome of positive value to the individual 

The 4 drives that underline motivation 

• Drive to acquire 

o Acquiring scarce goods bolster our sense of well-being 

o Both physical goods and experiences 

o Social comparison drives us to acquire more things 

• Drive to bond 

o Tendency to want to bond with parents, kinship, or tribe 

o In organisations – feeling that they belong to the organisation often leads to boost in 

levels of motivations 

• Drive to comprehend 

o Make sense of the world around us 

o Desire to make a meaningful contribution 

o Employees are motivated by7 challenging jobs which enable them to grow and learn 

• Drive to defend 

o Rooted in the fight or flight response against external threats 

o Resistance towards change 

Performance equation; performance = ability x motivation x opportunity 

Antecedents of motivation 

• Individual characteristics 

o Internal ‘push’ forces of motivation 

• Social characteristics 

o Desire to be part of an ‘in-group’ 

o Cultural role of work 

• Job characteristics 

o External or ‘pull’ forces 

• Work situation characteristics 

o Immediate social environment 

o Organisational actions 

o Reward and compensation systems 

Explaining motivation 

• Content theories; help us to understand human needs 

o Needs: unfulfilled physiological or psychological desires of an individual 

o Alderfer’s ERG theory 

▪ Existence; needs are desires for physiological and material wellbeing 

▪ Relatedness; needs are desires for satisfying interpersonal relationships 
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▪ Growth; needs are desires for continued psychological growth and 

development 

 

• Process theories; offer additional insights into how power give meaning to rewards 

o Add to managers understanding of individual differences 

o Vrooms’s expectancy theory 

▪ Expectancy; belief that working hard will result in a desired level of task 

performance being achieved 

▪ Instrumentality: Belief that successful performance will be followed by 

rewards (performance – expectancy outcome) 

▪ Valence; The value a person assigns to the possible rewards and other work-

related outcomes 

▪ M = E x I x V 

 

• Reinforcement theories; focusses attention on 

the environment as a major source of rewards 

o Views human behaviour as determined by 

its environmental consequences 

o Skinner’s reinforcement theory 

▪ Law of effect (Thorndlike); Behaviour that results in a pleasant outcome is 

likely to be repeated; behaviour that results in an unpleasant outcome is not 

likely to be repeated 

▪ Operant conditioning (skinner); the control o behaviour by manipulating its 

consequences (learning by reinforcement) 

▪ Organisation behaviour modification (OB Mod); the application of operant 

conditioning to influence human behaviour at work. 

 

Week 9: Through the looking glass: Critical perspectives of 

management and organisations 
 

Critical perspectives 

• Adopting viewpoint that asks questions about the rationale and validty behind things 

• Removing normalcy buses from the point of view; identifying the unspoken ideologies 

behind decisions or assumptions 

• Unspoken ideologies in the workplace 

o Individualism 

▪ Social theory that emphasises that the needs of each person are more 

important than the needs of the whole society 

o Managerialism 

▪ The belief in the value of professional managers and of the concepts of the 

methods they use 

o Capitalism 

▪ Economic and political system where trade and industry is controlled by 

private owner’s profit 
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o Neo-Liberalism 

▪ Transfer of control of economics factors to the private sector from the 

public sector 

Assumptions of mainstream management 

• What is an organisation 

o Collection of people working together with a division of labour ro achieve a common 

purpose 

o All organisations have 

▪ A distinct purpose 

▪ Composed of people 

▪ Have a deliberate structure 

o A ‘consensual collective’ 

o Consensus is important 

o Initially, focus was to identify best management 

o Unity, is presented therefore as a common good 

o Normalise control over workers minds and bodies 

Paradigms: Burrell and Morgan’s paradigm (1979) 

Nature of social science 

• An objective reality, can be investigated through objective observation and understood as 

universal laws 

• A subjective reality, product of cognition and therefore personal 

Nature of society 

• Emphasise society’s unity and cohesiveness 

• Those who seek to understand the deep-seated structural conflict and the possibilities for 

radical change 

 

 

Functionalist 

• Primary paradigm for organisational study 

Interpretive 

• Try to observe on-going process to better understand human behaviour 

Radical humanist 

• Release social constraints that limit human potential; often anti-organisational 

Radical structuralists 

• See inherent structural conflicts that generate constant change 
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Critical management studies (CMS) 

Three characteristics (Fournier and Grey 2000) 

• Denaturalisation 

• Reflective 

• Non-performative 

Aims to unmask power relations and identify how power is manifested and wielded 

 

A critical approach to gender (acker, 1990) 

• Divisions along gender lines; 

o Of labour 

o Allowed behaviours 

o Power  

• Constructions of symbols; that may explain, express, or reinforce gender divisions 

• Interactions between men and women which reflect and reinforce differential power 

positions 

 

Week 10: Live to work, or work to live? Changing concepts of careers 
 

Career; The pattern of work-related experiences that span across the course of a person life 

Career management; lifelong process of learning about self’s, jobs, organisations and career goals 

 

Need for Understanding careers 

• Proactive planning for changing environment 

• Understanding the lived experiences of employees and colleagues 

• Financial benefits for the organisations 

 

Paradigm shift; 
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Occupational choices – Holland’s six types 

• 6 types of personalities  

• Aumptions; 

o People choose ocupations that match 

their own personalities 

o Influences such as social class, parents 

occupations, economic conditions and 

geography are not considered 

Handy’s triple I 

• Not defining employees as workers and 

managers, but rather as specialists  

• Need to peruse learning 

The career stage model; 

• Establishment; person learns the job and 

begins to fit into the organisation and occupation 

o Manage stress of socialisation 

o Make transition from outsider to insider group 

• Advancement; person focuses on increasing own competence 

o Strive for achievement 

o Greater responsibility and authority 

• Maintenance; individual tries to maintain productivity while evaluating progress towards 

career goals 

o Lower growth rate of career 

o Becoming a mentor 

• Withdrawal; individual contemplates retirement or possible career changes 

 

Reinventing your personal brand; 5 steps 

1. Define your destination and acquire the necessary skills 

2. Craft a unique selling proposition and distinguish yourself by leveraging your points of 

difference 

3. Develop a narrative that describes your transition in terms of the value it offers others 

4. Reintroduce yourself, using digital media and seizing opportunities to showcase your 

capabilities 

5. Prove your worth by establishing and promoting your track record 

Schein’s five career anchors; 

1. Managerial competence 

2. Technical/functional competence 

3. Security/stability 

4. Autonomy and independence 

5. Creative 
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Week 11: Should managers care? Employee well-being, Voice, and 

Rights 
 

Quality of life; 

Quality of work life; overall quality of human experiences in the workplace. Most people spend so 

much time at work that ‘quality of work’ is an important component in ‘quality of life’ 

• Poor management can lead to overall lower quality of life 

• Contemporary managers are expected to create positive work environments. 

Emotional labour; effort planning and control needing to express organisationally desired emotions 

during interpersonal transactions 

• Emotional labour likely in; 

o Face to face or voice to voice contact jobs 

o Roles that require workers to produce an emotional state in others 

o Enables employers a degree of control over staff 

• Thought to lead to dysfunction behaviour in employees 

• Difficulty to display expected emotions accurately, and to hide true emotions 

• Emotional dissonance; 

o Employees have to project one emotion while simultaneously feeling 

another 

o Can be very damaging and lead to burnout 

Generating positive emotions at work 

• The emotions-attitudes-behaviour model illustrates that attitudes are shaped by ongoing 

emotional experiences 

• Thus, successful companies actively create more positive than negative emotional episodes 

Why should managers care 

• The management of employee wellbeing often impacts on the levels of stress among 

employees 

• Stress is a response to stimuli that is perceived by a person to be either threatening or 

challenging nature 

• Physical stress; involves environmental pollution, noise, inadequate supply of oxygen. 

• Psychological stress; stems from the way we react to anything; whether the threat is real or 

imagined 

• Psychosocial stress; stressors from interpersonal relationship – conflict or isolation 

Consequences of stress; 

• Costs Australian businesses more than $10 billion per year 

• Mental stress claims most expensive form of workers compensation 

• Women are more likely to claim as a result of work related harassment or bullying 

What can managers do? 

• Learn how to create healthy stress without distress 
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• Help employees adjust to new technologies 

• Be sensitive to early signs of distress 

• Be aware of gender, personality and behavioural differences 

 

Positive organisational behaviour 

1. Self-efficacy; one’s belief (confidence) in being able to successfully execute a specific task in 

a given context 

2. Hope; the belief in one’s own ability to set, plan, and self-motivate to achieve goals 

3. Optimism; internal attribution for positive events, and external attributions for negative 

events 

4. Happiness / subjective wellbeing; how people cognitively process and evaluate their lives, 

the satisfaction with their lives 

5. Emotional intelligence; ability to monitor and discriminate feelings and emotions, and use 

the information to guide thinking and action. 

Employee voice 

• The say that employees have in matter that concern them in organisations 

• Allows employees to; 

o Register discontent 

o Express complaints or grievances 

o Modify the power of management 

o Influence events at work 

Mechanisms of employee voice 

• Joint consultation 

o Management consulting employee representatives on matters of mutual interests 

• Collective representation 

o Expressing through an intermediary (unions and non-unions) 

• Upward communication 

o Employees being able to make representations to management about their concerns 

• Attitude surveys 

• Suggestion schemes / project teams 


